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Fundamental Counting Principle
by Sophia

  

This tutorial will explain the fundamental counting principle. Our discussion breaks down as follows:

1. Fundamental Counting Principle

2. Applying the Fundamental Counting Principles

1. Fundamental Counting Principle

Consider a chance experiment where you roll the die below and spin this spinner.

Each of these spinning sections is not equally likely. But there are, in fact, four sections. How many different

outcomes of this experiment are possible?

One way to visualize this is with something we call a tree diagram. To start, we're going to enumerate all the
possible outcomes that could happen from the first chance experiment, which is the rolling the die. So, we're

going to make a tree with six possibilities for the die: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.

WHAT'S COVERED
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Next in the tree are all the possibilities for the spinner, for each possibility for the die. For instance, if a 1 is

rolled, the spinner might spin A, B, C, or D. If a 2 is rolled, the spinner might land on A, B, C, or D, etc. Each
outcome represents a different path: one path is 1, C, for example. Another path is 1, D, and so forth. What you

end up seeing are 24 different outcomes. There are six branches for the die, each of which has four outcomes
for the spinner. So it's like calculating 6 times 4.

In fact, that's what the fundamental counting principle says. It says if you do two chance experiments, A and B,

then experiment A has m potential outcomes and experiment B has n potential outcomes. It follows, then, that
there are m times n potential outcomes when experiments A and B are performed together.

  TERMS TO KNOW

Tree Diagram

A way to visualize the different "paths" that a sequence of chance experiments could take.

Fundamental Counting Principle

If chance experiment A has m possible outcomes for one trial, and chance experiment B has n possible

outcomes for its trial (independent of the first trial), then there are m times n (m x n) potential outcomes
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when A and B are done together.

2. Applying the Fundamental Counting Principles

The fundamental counting principle can actually extend beyond just two experiments. It can extend to three,
four, five, or however many experiments are being conducted together, by simply multiplying the number of

potential outcomes for each consecutive experiment.

⚙  THINK ABOUT IT

In the example above, there were 6 outcomes for the die and 4 outcomes for the spinner, so there were 6

times 4, or 24 potential outcomes. But what if we added another spinner that had 3 outcomes? How do you

think we would find the number of potential outcomes?

Using the definition of the Fundamental Counting Principles, we can apply the following formula to find the

number of possible outcomes for independent events to occur together.

  FORMULA TO KNOW

Fundamental Counting Principle

where  is the number of ways for a specific independent event.

IN CONTEXT

A family is going to have three children. How many different orderings of children are there in terms of

boys and girls?

The first child could be a boy or a girl. If you start with a boy, you could have another boy, and the third

child could be a girl. Another outcome is that you could have three boys.

If you start with a girl, the second and third child could both be boys. Another outcome could be that

you have two girls, then have a boy.

As you can see, there are many different outcomes. To find all possible outcomes, you can create a

tree diagram.
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Looking at all the tree diagram branches here, you can see there are eight possible outcomes.

An easier way to do it would be to use the Fundamental Counting Principle. For the first child, there

are two options; for the second child, two options; and for the third child, two options.

2 times 2 times 2 equals 8 outcomes. The tree diagram isn't really necessary. The number of choices

for each of the children multiplied by each outcome for the children is what is needed.

  

The fundamental counting principle is used to determine the total number of different outcomes that

could result from several chance experiments done either at the same time or one right after the other.

The number of potential outcomes is equal to the product of the number of trials for each experiment.

Tree diagrams are useful tools for visualizing all the different permutations, or different paths, that

these chance experiments could take.

Good luck!

Source: THIS TUTORIAL WAS AUTHORED BY JONATHAN OSTERS FOR SOPHIA LEARNING. PLEASE SEE OUR

TERMS OF USE.

  

Fundamental Counting Principle

If chance experiment A has m possible outcomes for one trial, and chance experiment B has n possible

outcomes for its trial (independent of the first trial), then there are mxn potential outcomes when A and B

are done together.

Tree Diagram

A way to visualize the different "paths" that a sequence of chance experiments could take.

SUMMARY

TERMS TO KNOW

https://www.sophia.org/terms/
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Fundamental Counting Principle

where   is the number of ways for a specific independent event.

FORMULAS TO KNOW


